Claus Raasted’s guide to
creating a wedding larp
in eleven easy steps
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The idea
So you want to run a larp (live action role play) that’s a far cry from the boffer fighting and
vampire intrigues that usually are the hallmark of most budding larp cultures? Fear not, let’s
make it happen. A wedding larp is a good place to start. And why?
Reason #1: Everybody knows what a wedding is
		  easily explainable concept
Reason #2: It’s a good excuse to dress up and look good
		  a factor not to be overlooked
Reason #3: Weddings are places where scandals are lurking just beneath the surface
 there’s drama waiting to happen
Reason #4: Also, lots of cool stuff happens!
 it’s easy to create events, so the players aren’t bored
Reason #5: Scalability is high
 it can work as well with 10 players as with 100

Step One: It begins with the couple
It all starts with a couple. After all, someone’s getting married. Make sure they’re colourful and interesting, but not
totally off the bat. But make sure there’s a conflict or two
involved. Race. Wealth. Education. Social group. Sexuality.
The list of possible differences is endless. Don’t do anything
more than define the couple loosely. It’s easy. Right?

Step Two: The Place
Before you do anything more, find a location. It can be
cool. It can be crummy. It can be someone’s apartment or
an office cafeteria. Whatever you do, DON’T AIM SO HIGH IT
WON’T HAPPEN. No-one (especially me) cares about how
cool your larp could have been if you’d just gotten the location of your dreams. Just pick something. Preferably free
or cheap. Remember, this is your first try, not your masterpeice. Just do it. Ok, now downscale your ambitions. I can
already hear them soaring. Downscale again. Now book
the location. Make the call. Send the mail. Pay the deposit.
Do it. Before it’s done, leave the whole thing be.
The place is now in place? No? DO IT!
And then, continue to Step Three.

Step Three: The Style
Before you do anything else, it’s a good idea to decide on
what kind of playing style you want. Is this a comedy? Is
it dark and twisted? Are we talking Stephen King, Danielle
Steele or slapstick comedy? If you want to do something
that hits where it hurts, you don’t want things to become
too ridiculous, but if you’re aiming for comedy with a
touch of serious stuff, that’s also great. In general, comedy
is easier to do, but seldom leaves as lasting an impression.
So choose wisely, young Padawan.
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Step Four: The Invitations
It’s easy to get boggled down in all sorts of writing/thinking/procrastinating now. So don’t. Do something simple. Do the invitations.
It can be as simple as this.
We love each other so much that we can’t bear not to let the
world know, and that means we want YOU at our wedding at
15.00 on October 17th, at John’s Apartment, New Jersey.
								
					
Love from Jenny and Johnny
Don’t make them too fancy or anything, but you can play around
with a font and a picture. As long as you do them.

Step Five: The Families
Remember when you decided what the major conflict(s) of the wedding were? Yeah, I know,
it’s not that long ago. Hopefully. Unless, of course you spent a lot of time looking for cool locations instead of just booking one you had available. Notice the trend here? Anyway, you’re
now ready to craft some family drama. Make it simple. Make it believable, but also a bit
Beverly Hills/Dawson’s Creek/Dollars/The Bold and the Beautiful. Make the family drama(s)
easy for the players to understand. An embarassing uncle or aunt is something everyone is
familiar with.
Now throw in the fact that the uncle was the only one who didn’t care about The Conflict(tm)
and paid for the wedding since the parents didn’t want to. Throw in a well-to-do divorced
mother of the groom who doesn’t think Little Jenny is good enough for her Johnny, and who
offered Johnny to pay for everything (and a new Upper East Side apartment) if he’d just find
a decent girl, a prickly sibling who tries desperately to be the center of attention even though
it’s not the cool thing to do, and you’re beginning to get the idea.
If you’re doing the project alone, calling in a friend or two to help with creating the characters is a good idea. And don’t worry about names, backstories or details. Right now you want
simply described, simply understood and simply done characters. You can always flesh them
out later or have the players themselves do that. And whatever you do, make sure that no
characters except the happy couple are indispensible.
It doesn’t do to create an interesting web of intrigue with complex relations between eight
family members who are all linked through the great-aunt if the woman playing the greataunt has to cancel at the last minute. Make sure each character can stand on its own. A
drunken father with a tendency towards racism works no matter which other characters are
present. A doting wife who translates for her drunken, racist husband, only works well if the
husband is actually present.
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Step Six: The Friends
One of the great things about weddings is that your friends are invited. The problem is that
some of your friends are assholes. And if they aren’t, at least they’ll be considered assholes by
either your family, your other friends or your soon-to-be-loving-partner-for-life. Not all of them.
But some of them. Also, the number of friends at weddings are even more scalable – just like
in real life. Someone might just not show up (this happens). Someone might be horrible at
weddings. Someone might be great. When you create loose character sketches for friends
at the wedding, just think about some of your own friends – either past or present. Inspiration
should be easy to come by.

Step Seven: The Players
Right now you have a setting, you have a bunch of characters and you have an idea about
how you want things to run. Now you just need some players! Facebook, e-mail, drunken
badgering and spam-texting are you friend if you’re that sort. Talking to people you want in
your larp works if you’re that sort of person instead. And remember – the larp will work with 10
people, even if it’s more fun with 30 or 40. Tell yourself that when it turns out no-one wants to
sign up. It’s true, even if it doesn’t feel like it. Scalability, remember.
Oh, and what should you tell them when they ask about price? That’s up to you. I’d make it
rather cheap, though. If the location is free or basically free, choose a price for the larp that’ll
make sure you can buy food (or catering) and a little extra for stuff like a bottle of champagne, some nice tablecloths and a little extra party decorations.
You probably know your audience better than I do, so you decide what this should cost. In
general, the cheaper you do things, the easier it is to get players to join up, but it also means
cursing and swearing when you have to serve spam-ham instead of delicious hors d’oeuvres
for the first course. Whatever works for you. Just make sure to get some players to sign up and
pay you some money.

Step Eight: The Stuff
Wedding parties usually involve food, alcohol and pricy flowers. If you’re low on funds, you
can do without all of the above, but if you’ve taken some money from your players, now’s
the time to put it to good use. Catering? Food made by a chef you’ve hired (or conned into
doing it for free? You decide. Balloons, flowers, tablecloths, ice sculptures? If you can afford it,
cool. If not, forget it. Is alcohol included? Or do you even want it at the game? In general, it’s
easier to play half-way drunk wedding guests if you actually ARE half-way drunk, but some
people feel that drinking while pretending to be someone else goes against their moral fiber.
Just tell the players how it’s going to be, so everyone’s on the same page. Just like you would
at a real wedding!
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Step Nine: The Entertainment
One of the most wonderful thing at weddings is that a lot of stuff can be expected to happen. Speeches good and bad, impromptu dance numbers and ”funny” songs are all part of
the mix. Instead of deciding which characters want to entertain, here I’d recommend talking
to your players and asking who wants to do something special. Of course, some speeches
are more or less mandatory (whoever heard of a wedding where no parents said anything?),
and it’s up to you as an organiser to provide sparring and ideas for those who have little
training or enthusiasm for public speaking. Remember, just like in real life, the entertainment
doesn’t all have to be good. Usually, it isn’t! But here, it can actually be bad/provocative/embarassing on purpose. And that’s wonderful. You also have the immense advantage that you
can choose to end the larp at a defined moment that everyone’s a part of. Ending it when
the couple dances the bridal waltz is a good moment. You can of course choose your own
moment, but that’s a good one if you can’t think of another.

Step Ten: The Details
You’re almost there. All you need now is to take care of all the minor details that are going to
crop up. Can the players from Elsewhere arrive at your location three hours before everyone
else because it fits their train schedule? Is it possible for the vegan to get some special food
prepared? Can you please print out 40 copies of this hilarious song that two of the ”Army
Buddies” wrote for the groom? No matter what, details and small things are going to need
taking care of. And whether it’s finding out who actually sets the table at the end or deciding
who’s going to play the character of the brother of the bride who two players are both dead
set on play, there’ll be plenty of small things. Don’t worry. Just smile and take care of them or
say ”You know what. You need to figure that out on your own.” or ”Sorry, that’s not possible”
once in awhile. And then you just wait for the date to arrive.

Step Eleven: The Larp
The only thing left is to actually do it. Once everyone has arrived on location (or you’ve found
out why those who aren’t there are missing), you gather everyone and explain to them that
you’re now going to play this larp and that it’s going to be excellent. Make sure everyone
has a little bit in their glass and make one of the two married-to-be make a short introductory speech. And from then on, just let it run. If you’re especially nervous, take on the role of
toastmaster and ”master of ceremonies” yourself – or get someone you trust to do it. And just
relax and enjoy. It’ll all work out fine. Because even people who’ve never larped before will
make a wedding seem believable. And all will be fine. The worst that can happen is that you
organise a boring wedding. And believe me, that happens in real life too. And people survive
those too. So you’re good to go. Good luck!

Final words
This is a very short guide that should make it
easy for you to make a simple wedding larp.
But if I’ve failed totally in communicating my
thoughts, you’re more than welcome to contact me. I’m always happy to help with ideas
and doubtful wisdom. So throw me a mail and
I’ll do what I can to help. But my guess is that
you don’t really need any help to make this
happen. Just do it.
And with that – thanks for reading. I hope you
find this useful.
Claus Raasted, September 2013
claus.raasted@gmail.com
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